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Free ground shipping on all orders over $30!
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	The page you requested was not found, and we have a fine guess why.
	
	If you typed the URL directly, please make sure the spelling is correct.
	If you clicked on a link to get here, the link is outdated.





	What can you do?
	Have no fear, help is near! There are many ways you can get back on track with Magento Store.
	
	Go back to the previous page.
	Use the search bar at the top of the page to search for your products.
	Follow these links to get you back on track!
Store Home | My Account
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                            I am loving the Infuse products. We use them at my vacation rental and in my home. I love having less waste and being able to store lots of backups without taking up too much space.                        

                        
                            - Jacqueline
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                            This cleans so much better than any of the other reusable mops, great for a quick swipe over pet trampled tile! Makes the whole house smell clean and fresh!                         

                        
                            - Melissa
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                            I love that this mop separates the dirty water from the clean water. I
don't see any streaks on the floor and it stores so easily.                        

                        
                            - Ezzzy
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                            While cleaning the house isn’t everyone’s favorite or most-loved activity, there are lots of benefits that come along with maintaining a clean and orderly home. Keeping dust, grit, grease, and grime under control is good for your home’s air quality, which relates to your physical health, especially if you or anyone else living in your home has allergies or asthma. 

 

Mental Health Benefits from Cleaning
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                            Let’s face it. Springtime can be beautiful in most areas, with green grass, flowers blooming, birds chirping, and the sun shining. Unfortunately, spring can also bring airborne allergens like pollen, dust mites, mold, and animal dander. 

 

Allergies affect nearly one hundred million people in the United States alone and can cause headaches, sneezing, runny noses, and watery, itchy, and swollen eyes. Even worse, they can lead to trouble breathing and tightness in your chest. They can make life generally miserable and sometimes lead to life-threatening illnesses for those with weakened immune systems. 
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                            Mopping is one of the most thankless tasks. A conventional mop bucket design makes things worse – mopping with dirty water doesn’t do much to clean those floors. There’s good news. Casabella returned to the drawing board and created a new spin mop design. The two bucket design simplifies this challenging chore while providing plenty of clean water for mopping. 

The Challenge of Old-Style Spin Mops
A traditional spin mop was a step up from both the twist mop design and the old-style string mop that required using a bucket with a wringer. However, it came with some pretty significant downsides, including:

	Bulky buckets were hard to fill with soap and water
	Single-bucket systems did little to clean floors
	Getting into corners was impossible
	String and sponge mops can harbor bacteria and spread it around the home

Old-style spin mops just weren’t up to keeping a home sparkling clean. The new spin mo
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At Casabella, we identify with our passion for stylish and functional design, which has helped shape our brand and our cleaning tools. With the addition of Infuse and Kind, our product lines now include the most eco-friendly ways to clean and beautify your home. When you buy a Casabella mop, craftsmanship is guaranteed to be in your hands.
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